INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS OFFERED

RDI / DYNAMIC INTELLIGENCE SESSIONS
• Build Intrinsic motivation
• Adaptability and flexibility
• Emotional regulation
• Dynamic problem solving

COMMUNICATION SESSIONS
Does your child have a conversation with you?
Can he share his / her Emotions with you?
• Build the foundation of communication
• Use declarative communication
• Effective for non-vocal children and adults
• AVAZ APP and other tablets used

COMPUTER SESSIONS
Expose your child or adult to the digital world
• Microsoft Office
• Typing Independent
• Games on Ipad / computer
• Operate Social Media

ACADEMIC SESSIONS
Every child learns Differently.
We teach in the way your child learns.
programs offered.
• Blueberry curriculum based on multiple intelligence program
• Experience based learning
• Handwriting without tears
• Kauffman kit for articulation

EACH SESSION IS 50 MINUTES

Get in Touch with us at.....
saiconnections01@gmail.com
or call....
022-26426066 / 26426088
9137051989 / 9137074707 / 9137071369

Our Address:
Landmark Platinum, Unit No. 602,
6th Floor, Plot No. 337/338, Corner of S.V. Road & 34th Road, Khar (W), Mumbai - 400 052.

SAME BUILDING AS PODAR JUMBO KIDS.
Also, do visit our website...
www.saiconnections.com
Our Mission

To provide high quality, international education to students who have Autism Spectrum Disorders or other developmental difficulties.

To provide quality training, which is scientifically proven and research based so that students with Autism can lead a fulfilling life of dignity and respect.

Our Vision

To provide a platform whereby, our students can live respectfully, within the society and achieve a quality of life which is the birth right of every human being.

Support for Autistic Individuals - SAI Connections was founded by Kamini Lakhani in 2004. Having a son on autism spectrum (he is a young adult now), she knew the challenges encountered by parents of similarly abled children.

Kamini Lakhani and her son Mohit
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Our Mission

- How it all began

Support for Autistic Individuals - SAI Connections was founded by Kamini Lakhani in 2004. Having a son on autism spectrum (he is a young adult now), she knew the challenges encountered by parents of similarly abled children.

SAI Connections

Kamini is a Behavior Specialist and RDI Certified Consultant and Director for RDI Professional in India and Middle East.

Mohit is an accomplished artist

Sai Connections aims to empower every family affected by autism.

RDI & FAMILY CONSULTATION

Relationship Development Intervention (RDI) is a family based treatment program founded and developed in USA by Drs. Rachelle Sheely and Steven Gutstein.

RDI addresses the Core Deficits of Autism such as Motivation, emotional Sharing, Declarative Communication, Co regulation and Referencing.

Sai Connections is the only center in the world with 4 RDI Consultants under one roof.

Enrol for this US Based quality Family Consultation Program. Online options available

RDI & PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

The Current figures for Autism Spectrum are staggering. 1 in 49 children is diagnosed with it. At present we have a handful of Certified Consultants in India.

There is a dire need to provide quality services which enhance the life of the entire family affected by Autism.

Our Director, Kamini Lakhani, is the authorised Director for Professional Training in India and the Middle East.

Reach out to us for the next RDI professional training. This is an online training.